NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA COMMISSION FOR WOMEN
(3-Year Term)
1 Citizen Member

_____ Patty Donmoyer
_____ Pamela Goodell
_____ Julie Segal Walters

ENDORSED BY
ALEXANDRIA COMMISSION FOR WOMEN
(3-Year Term)
1 Citizen Member

**NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER**

CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

**ENDORSED BY**

1 Citizen Member

**7** Patty Donmoyer

___ Pamela Goodell

___ Julie Segal Walters

20

3-11-02
NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA COMMISSION FOR WOMEN
(3-Year Term)
1 Citizen Member

_Patty Donmoyer

_Pamela Goodell

_Julie Segal Walters

ENDORSED BY
CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA COMMISSION FOR WOMEN
(3-Year Term)
1 Citizen Member

____ Patty Donmoyer
____ Pamela Goodell
____ Julie Segal Walters

ENDORSED BY
CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA COMMISSION FOR WOMEN
(3-Year Term)
1 Citizen Member

✓ Patty Donmoyer

___ Pamela Goodell

___ Julie Segal Walters

ENDORSED BY

NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

Louain

EXHIBIT NO. 1

3-11-08
EXHIBIT NO. 1

3-11-08

NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA COMMISSION FOR WOMEN
(3-Year Term)
1 Citizen Member

✓ Patty Donmoyer

__ Pamela Goodell

__ Julie Segal Walters

ENDORSED BY
CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA COMMISSION FOR WOMEN
(3-Year Term)
1 Citizen Member

☑ Patty Donmoyer

___ Pamela Goodell

___ Julie Segal Walters
NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA COMMISSION FOR WOMEN
(3-Year Term)
1 Citizen Member

✓ Patty Donmoyer

___ Pamela Goodell

___ Julie Segal Walters
ENDORSED BY

ALEXANDRIA COMMISSION FOR WOMEN
(3-Year Term)
1 Citizen Member

X Patty Donmoyer

Pamela Goodell

Julie Segal Walters